System Release Outage

Washington Healthplanfinder will go down at 10:00 p.m. PST Wednesday, March 3 and is scheduled to go live at 8:00 a.m. PST Thursday, March 4.

Relationship screen bypass

• The set your household relationships page:
  o Will not appear when a household consists of only one individual.
  o Will appear when a household consists of three or more members.
  o Will appear when a household consists of two members and the second household member has attested to a relationship status of legal guardianship or other relative.

1095-B tax form

• Red error text will display when an individual selects a year for which a tax form does not exist.

Contact details enhancement: Blind or low vision assistance

• The ability to request Large Print English or Braille will be moved from the language preferences to its own field.

• The answer will default to no, unless the primary applicant previously requested this option in the language preferences field.
Sign out confirmation

- A sign out confirmation modal has been added when a user selects the sign-out button. If an individual selects “Cancel”, they will be taken back to the page they were on. If an individual selects “Yes, Sign-Out”, they will be signed out of Washington Healthplanfinder.

Additional questions page enhancement: Other insurance

- When an individual marks yes to other insurance:
  - Coverage examples have been added to Limited benefit insurance and Other insurance, such as COBRA or retiree insurance.
  - A question has been added “Is your coverage ending by XX/XX/XXXX?” to the other follow up questions.